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l Introduction

In this paper, we consider the equivariant jKΌ-rings and/-groups of spheres
which have linear pseudofree circle actions.

Let S1 be the circle group consisting of complex numbers of absolute
value one. For a sequence p—(pi, p2> '"ypm) of positive integers, we define
the ^-action φp on the complex m-dimensional vector space Cm by

and denote by

the unit sphere S2m~ι in Cm with this action φp. Then the ^-action on
S2m~\ply p2, "*ypm) is said to be pseudofree (resp. free) if (ph pj)=l for i 4=7 and
pi>\ for some l^i^m (resp.p1=p2=~-=pm= I) (see Montgomery-Yang [19],
[20]).

The main results of our paper are as follows:

Theorem 4.7. Let p{ (1 ̂ i^m) be positive odd integers such that (ph pj)=l
for i =#y. Then there is a monomorphism of rings:

Φ: KOsiS^-\px,p2, -,pm)) - KO{CPm-')® ΘRO(ZPi).
i = l

(For details see §4.)

Let Gi ( ί^l) denote the stable homotopy group πn+i(Sn) (n^i+2). We

define s(k)=ΐl \ G{ \ for k>0, where | G, | denotes the order of the group Gt and

p u t ί ( - l ) = l .

Theorem 5.4. Let pt (1 ̂  i ^ m) be positive odd integers such that (pi, p/)=1

for i^j and (ph s(2m—Z))=\ for l^i^m. Then there is a monomorphism of

groups:
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Φ: MS^-\Pl,p2) ••',pm))

(For details see §5.)
The paper is organized as follows:
In §§2 and 3, we consider a generalization of the results due to Folkman

[9] and Rubinsztein [23] and prove some preliminary results. In §§4 and 5,
we study an isomorphism and an Sι-fibzv homotopy equivalence of real ^-vector
bundles over the pseudofree ^-manifold S2m~\ply p2y '",pm) respectively. In
§6, we consider the problem on quasi-equivalence posed by Meyerhoff and
Petrie ([18], [21]).

2. Equivariant homotopy

Let n be a positive integer. Denote by Zn the cyclic group Z\nZ of order
n. If V is a real representation space of Zn, we denote by S(V) its unit sphere
with respect to some ^-invariant inner product. Denote by [X, Y] the set of
homotopy classes of maps from X to Y. In this section, we shall prove the
following theorem (cf. Folkman [9; Proposition 2.3] and Rubinsztein [23;
Corollary 5.3]).

Theorem 2.1. Let V be a complex Z^representation space such that Zn

acts freely on S(V) and dimΛ V=2m. Let X be a Zn-space which satisfies the

following conditions:

(i) X is path-connected and q-simple for l^q^2m—ίy

(ii) the map of X into itself given by the action of a generator of Zn is homotopic

to the identity,

Hom(Zw, »2ί-1(J0)=0 for ί^i^m ,
Έxt(ZΛ, π2i(X))=0 forl^i^m-l.

If there exist Zn-maps /0, fc S(V)->X such that [fo]=[fi]^[S2m-\ XI then f0

andfx are Zn-homotopic.

Before beginning the proof of Theorem 2.1, we require some notations and
lemmas.

Let M be a ZM-space S(V)x[0, 1], where [0, 1] is the unit interval with the
trivial ^-action. Then M i s a compact smooth Zn-manifold with a free in-
action. Let x0 be a point of S(V). We put N=S(V)x {0, 1} U {x0} X [0, 1]
and Mf=M/Zn. Let π: M-+ M' be the natural projection. We put N'=π(N).

Let R be an arbitrary abelian group. By the universal-coefficient theorem,
we have the following lemmas.

Lemma 2.2. There are isomorphisms:

Hq(My N; R) = 0 for 0^q^2m-l ,

H2m(M, N;R)^R.
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Lemma 2.3. There are isomorphisms:

H\M\ N';R) = H\M\ N':R) = Oy

H2«-\M', N' R)^ Έxt(Zny R) for 2^q^m,

R2\M'y N'; R) « Hom(ZM, R) for l^q^m-l ,

Since the ̂ -action on M is free and orientation-preserving, we have

Lemma 2.4. Assume that Hom(iΓn, i?)=0. Then the homomorphism

7r*: H2m(M\ N';R)-+ H2m(M, N; R)

is injective.

Proof of Theorem 2.1. In order to prove Theorem 2.1, it suffices to

show that there exists a ZM-map F: M->X such that F\S(V)x {0}=/0 and

F\S(V)x{l}=flm

Since [/0]=[/i]^[*S'2w~1, X], there exists a continuous map FΊ M^>X such

that F' \S(V)X {0} =/ 0 and F r 15(F)X {1} =/i. Since M is a compact smooth

ZΛ-manifold and Zn acts freely on M, we can consider the fiber bundle 3ϊ:

Zn

A cross-section s0 of the part of J3 over N' (=π(N)) is defined by

so(π(z)) = [z, F'(z)]ELMxX for ZΪΞN.
Zn

To prove Theorem 2.1, it suffices to show that the cross-section s0 defined on

N' is extendable to a full cross-section of J3. Because there is a one-to-one

correspondence between i^-maps from M to X and cross-sections of i3.

Let K be a simplicial complex. Denote by K9 the g-skelton. Denote by

IKI the geometric realization of K in the weak topology. It is easy to see that

there exist finite simplicial complexes Kλ and K2 which satisfy the following:

(2.5) I Kx I =M and | K2 \ =M',

(2.6) there exist subcomplexes L1dK1 and L2<Z.K2 such that \L1\=N and

\L2\=N',

(2.7) there exists a simplicial map r : (ίCj, L^)—>{K2y L2) such that | τ | =

TΓ . d ^ l , 1 1 ^ 1 ) ^ ( 1 ^ 1 , |L 2 | ) .
Let S(πq^ (l^q^2m) be the bundles of coefficients associated with

πq-λ(X) (see Steenrod [27; §30]). By the assumption (ii), S{πq_^ (l^q^2m)

are product bundles. Therefore the cohomology groups Hg(M\ N'; J£(nq_-$)

are isomorphic to the ordinary cohomology groups Hq{M\ Nr; Uq.-^X)) for

By the assumption (iii) and Lemma 2.3, we have
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It follows from Steenrod [27; 34.2] that there exists a cross-section of 3) defined

such that «i| |L 2 | = ί o There exists an obstruction cohomology class

', N' , **.-ι{

such that its vanishing is a necessary and sufficient condition for s1 \ \K2

m~2 UL2\
to be extendable over M'. Thus we shall show that c{s^)=Q. Consider the
product bundle 35'\

X->MxX->M.

Let S\πq_^ (l^q^2m) be the bundles of coefficients associated with πq-ι(X).
Since 35' is a product bundle, 35\πq_l) (l^q^2m) are also product bundles.
The natural projection MxX-^MxX induces the bundle maps 7t\3i'^>!35

Zn

and τtq^: 5 ' ( ? r ί - 1 ) ^ % . 1 ) (1 ^ q g 2m) covering r̂: (M, JV)-*(M', iV'). Let
ί2: lίCi"1"11 - > M x Z b e the cross-section of <£' induced by sx and π\ It follows
from (2.7) that we have

**(?(*)) = c(s2)^H2m(M} N; π^X)).

By the assumption (iii) and Lemma 2.4, TΓ* is a monomorphism. Hence
?(j1)=0 if and only if c(s2)=0. Let 53: M ^ I ^ I - ^ M x Z be a cross-section
of .3'" defined by

3() ( , ( ^ ) for

We put

s4 = * 3 | | * :?—M: \Kl—ι\-+MxX.

Then 52 and sA are cross-sections of ^ ' defined on \K^"^(ID ILJ) such that
ί21 IL21 =ί41 IL21. By Lemma 2.2, we have

H\M} N; πq(X)) = 0 for 0 ^ ? ^ 2 m - 2 .

It follows from Steenrod [27; 35.9] that

c(s2) = c(s4)ZΞH2»>(M, N; π2m.x{X)).

It is obvious that c(s2)=c(si)=0. Hence we have c(ίi)=0. q.e.d.

Corollary 2.8. Let X and V be as in Theorem 2.1. Suppose that
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(i) X*»φφ,
(ii) there exists a Zn-map f: S(V)->X such that [f] = 0<=[S2m-\ X]

Let y0 be an arbitrary point of XZn. Then there exists a Zn-map

F:D(V)->X

such that F\S(V)=f and F(0)=y0. Here D(V) denotes the unit disk.

3. Equivariant maps which are equivarίantly homotopic to zero

Let n be a positive integer. Let V and W be real ^-representation spaces
with dimΛ F=dim Λ W=k>0. Let

Pv> Pw: Zn-* GL{k, R)

be the ^-representations afforded by V, W respectively. Then a inaction on
GL(k, R)is given by

soA = pw(s)Apv(s)~1 for s<=Zny A<=GL(k, R),

and denote by GL( V3 W) this ZΛ-sρace. Remark that GL(k, R) has two connected
components GL+(k, R) and GL~{k, R). If n is an odd integer, then we have

Pv{Zn\ pw{Zn)aGL+{k, R).

Hence GL+(k, R) and GL~{ki R) are Zn-subsρaces of GL(Vy W) and are de-
noted by GL+(V, W) and GL~(V, W) respectively.

Let F(S(V), S(W)) denote the space of homotopy equivalent maps from
S(V) to S(W) with the compact-open topology. A ZM-action on F(S(V), S(W))
is given by

(sof)(v) = sfts-'v) for 5 G Z Λ , / G F ( S ( F ) , S(W)), V^S(V) .

It is well-known that F(S(V), S(W)) has two connected components F+(S(V),
S(W)) and F~(S(V), S(W)) representing maps of degree + 1 and —1 respectively.
If n is an odd integer, then F+(S(V), S(W)) and F"(5(F), S(W)) are ZΛ-sub-

It is well-known that

(3.1) GL\V3 W) and F*(S(V), S(W)) (S=±) are path-connected and q-simple
for q>0.

Moreover it is easy to see that

(3.2) If n is an odd integer, then the maps of GU(V, W) and F*(S(V)y S(W))
(£—±) into themselves given by the action of a generator of Zn are homotopic to
to the identity.
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Proposition 3.3. Let n be a positive odd integer. Let V and W be real
Z^representation spaces with dimΛ F=dim Λ W=k. Let Ubea complex Z^repre-
sentation space such that Zn acts freely on S(U) and dimΛ U—2m. Assume that

(i) k^2m+l,
(ii) there exists a Zn-map f: S(U)-»GL\V, W) such that [/]=0e[5 2 "- 1 ,

GL\V} W)l
(nι)GL\V, W)z» Φφ,

where £=+or —. Then there exists a Zn-map F: D{U)->GU{V3 W) such that
F\S{U)=f.

Proof. It is well-known that

' Z2 if/=0, I m o d 8 ,

0 if ί = 2 , 4, 5, 6 mod 8,

Z if ί = 3 , 7 mod 8,

for l^i^k—2. Since n is odd, we have

Γ ϋom(Znί n2i^{GU{V9 W))) = 0 for l^i^m ,

I Έxt(ZΛ9 π2i(GL\Vy W))) = 0 for l ^ ί ^ m - 1 .

Therefore the result follows from Corollary 2.8. q.e.d.

Proposition 3.4. Let n be a positive odd integer. Let V and W be real Zn-
representation spaces with dimΛ V=ά\mR W=k. Let U be a complex Z^repre-
sentation space such that Zn acts freely on S(U) and dimΛ U=2m. Assume that

(i) {n,s{2m~\))=\,
(ii) k^2m+2,

(iii) there exists a Zn-map f: S(U)-*F'(S(V), S(W)) such that [ / ] = 0 e
[S2» -\ F>(S(V), S(W))],

(iv) F°(S(V), S{W)Y" φφ,
where €=+ or —. Let ψ be an arbitrary element of F\S{V), S(W))Z». Then
there exists a Zn-map F: D(U)^F\S{V), S{W)) such that F\S(U)=f and
Fψ)=φ.

Proof. It follows from Atiyah [4; p. 294] that there exist isomorphisms

^(F\S(V), S(W)))<*G, for 1 ^i^k-3 .

By the assumptions (i) and (ii), we have

f Hom(Zn, π^FXSiV), S(W)))) = 0 for 1 £igm ,

I Ext(Zn, π2i(F*(S(V), S(W)))) = 0 for 1 £i£m-1 .

Therefore the result follows from Corollary 2.8. q.e.d.
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4. Equivariant JΓO-rings

In this section, we consider an isomorphism of ^-vector bundles over

S2m~\ply p2, * ,/>w) when the ^-action is free or pseudofree.

Let V be a real ^-representation space. Let X be a compact S^space.

Denote by K the trivial S^-vector bundle

Let ξ and η be real ^-vector bundles over X with d i m Λ f = d i m Λ ^ . Let

be the ^-vector bundle denned by Atiyah [3; §1.2] and Segal [25; §1]. Let

Iso(f, η) C Horn (f, η) be the subspace of all isomorphisms from ξx to ηx for

ί ί G l , where f* (resp. ηx) denotes the fiber of ξ (resp. η) over x. Clearly,

Iso(f, 77) is an S^-subspace of Hom(£, 97) and

(4.1) q=p\lso{ξyri):Iso{ζ,rj)->X

is a surjective S^map. We remark that ξ and 97 are equivalent as S1 -vector

bundles over X if and only if there exists an ^-cross-section of q defined on X.

Let p = (pi, p2, '"ypm) be a sequence of positive integers. Denote by

D2m(Piyp2y "'ypm) the unit disk in Cm with the S^-action φp (see §1).

Let m> 1 be an integer. We put

k — *^ \Ply JP2> yPky Ly y L) r o r L^K^tn ,

Sk = S2m~3(ply p2y ~ ypk-u 1> •", 1) for 2t^k^m ,

Ά/ΐ _ V2W-1/1 1 . . . 1\
iK/0 O ^ 1 , 1, , ±) ,

r» C»2»ί-3/1 1 1 \
Oj — o ^i, l , •••, i) ,

(1, l. . l ) .

Here we remark that dDk=Sk for lfίk^m.

In the following, for every positive integer n, we always regard the cyclic

group Zn as the subgroup of S1 and regard an ^-space as a ZΛ-sρace in respec-

tive context.

We define a ZPk-mapjk: Dk->Mk by

It is easy to see that y* is a 2r^-embedding andy^lS^: Sk-+Mk is an ^-embed-

ding. In the following, Dk and 5Λ are regarded as a iΓ^-invariant subspace of

M* and an S^invariant subspace of Mk byjk respectively. Let βj (l^j^m) be
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the 7-th unit vector of Cm. Then we see that el9 e2y •••, ^ . ^ ^ and ek^Dk as
the center of the disk.

We define a continuous map a: S1xDk-+Mk by

a(s, z) = sz for s^S1, z^Dk.

Then we have

Lemma 4.2. a is an identification map.

The proof is easy.

Lemma 4.3. Let X be an Sι-space and let p: X->Mk be a surjective Sλ-map.
If there exists a Zp-cross-section tx: Dk^>X of p\p~\Dk) such that tλ\Sk: Sk->X
is an Sι-cross-sectiσn of p \ p'^Sk), then there exists an Sι-cross-section t: Mk->X of
psuch thatt\Dk=t1.

Proof. By Lemma4.2, a: S1xD-+Mk is surjective. Thus, given z^Mki

there exists s^S1 such that s~ιz^Dk. Define t: Mk->X by

t(z) = stis-'z),

where s^S1 is chosen as s~ιz^Dk. Then it is easy to see that t is a well-defined
^-cross-section of p such that t\Dk=t1. q.e.d.

Define S^maps

hk: Mk -> Mk+1 for 0^k^m-l

by

| | ( ^ —,zk, zp

k

and we put hm=id: Mm->Mm, Moreover we define

K = K°K-io'"°h' Mk -> Mm for

Then it follows that

%k{ej) = βj for O^k^m,

Let ξ and 97 be ^-vector bundles over Mm with dimΛ |=dimΛ97=w. We
put

Vk = (Xff)., = ξ.t, Wk = φtv)et = Vek for 1 ̂ Λ ^ m .

Here Vk, Wk(l^k^m) are regarded as .^-representation spaces. Let
qk: Iso(hU, hfv)-^Mk (O^k^m) be S^mapβ defined by (4.1). Then we have
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Lemma 4.4. There are ZPk-homeomorphisms

Ψk: qτ\Dk) ->DkxGL{Vk, Wk) far 1 <Lk<m

such that the following diagram commutes:

qϊ\Dk) — ^ > DkχGL(Vk,

\

where πx denotes the projection on the first factor.

Proof. Since Dk is Z^-contractible, there exist isomorphisms of ZPk-
vector bundles:

f a:(h

I β:(h

a:(hΐξ)\Dk->DkxVk,

(hfv)\Dk^DkxWk.

Let qk: Iso(DkχVk, DkxWk)->Dk be an 5x-map defined by (4.1). Then we
can define i^Λ-homeomorphisms

tξ)\Dk, (htv)\Dk) - Iso(AX Vh, DkχWk),

Vk, Dkx Wk) -* DkxGL{Vk, Wk),

by

?χ)=(x>gχ) f o r

respectively. It is obvious that a -Z^-homeomorphism

Ψk = Ψz°Ψi &\Dt) = Iso{(kfξ)\Dk, (htv)\Dk) -> DkχGL(Vk, Wk)

satisfies our condition. q.e.d.

Define an ^-map h: M0^>Mm by

K»u *a - , * « ) = .f?1!'*2!''"'*'?.I,,

Lemma 4.5. Let m>l be an integer and let pi (l^i^m) be positive odd
integers with (piy pj)=lfor i Φj. Let ξ and η be real Sι-vector bundles over Mm

such that dimRξ=dimRη=n^2m—ί and ξ^R1 as an Sι-vector subbundle.
Assume that

(i) h*ξ and h*η are equivalent as Sι-vector bundles over MQy

(ii) ξek and ηek are equivalent as Zp^representation spaces for ί^k^m.
Then ξ and η are equivalent as Sι-vector bundles over Mm.
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Proof. Let qk: Iso(£?f, %tv)-*Mk (O^k^m) be S^-maps defined by (4.1).
We shall show that there exist ^-cross-sections of qk (O^k^m):

tk:Mk->Iso(htξ,hfη)y

by induction. Then the existence of the last ^-cross-section tm shows the

result.

It follows from Iberkleid [11 Theorem 3.4] that the S^maps hQy h: M0->Mm

are S^-homotopic. Hence, by the assumption (i), we have

where ^ stands for is equivalent to. Therefore there exists an ^-cross-section

of?0:

tQ:M0-+Iso(h*ξ,hfo).

Let k be an integer greater than zero. We now assume that there exists an
^-cross-section of qk_x:

tk_x: Mk_x -

Remark that

It follows that there exist S1 -vector bundle maps

Wu-.il hf-iη->hΐη,

covering hk_x\ Mk_x-^>Mk. We define an embedding j ' k : Dk->Mk_x by

jk{*u — , *k-l, *k, — , *m-l) = (*l, — , «A-1, y/\—\zx\
2 | ^ - l | 2 » *k,

Then the restriction j ί | 5 A : Sk->Mk_x is an S^embedding. Thus D* and *SA

are also regarded as a subspace of Mk_x and an ^-invariant subspace of Mk_x

by jί respectively. We put Di=ji(Dk) and Si=ji(Sk). It is easy to see that

Γ hk_x\D'k:Dί-*DkczMky

\hk_x\Sί:Sl->SkczMky

are a homeomorphism and an S'-homeomorphism respectively. It follows
that the restrictions

l - (Xjff) I Z)4,

I hLi I {(«f-ii?) I Di) : (Xf-iT?) I Di - (Xϊv) I Z>* ,

are isomorphisms of vector bundles. Moreover the restrictions
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f «*-i I {{hU ξ) I SI} : (htiξ) I Si -> (hfξ) I Sk,

I KUI {(Ht-iv) I Si}: (hUv) 15ί -> («f 17) I Sk,

are isomorphisms of /S -̂vector bundles. Using the ̂ -cross-section tk^γ: Mk_1->
Iso(/r*_iξ, hf-iη), we can define a continuous cross-section of qk\qΊι{Dk)'<

uk: Dk-> qJ1(Dk)(Zlso(htξ,htη)

by putting ιιA(Λ)={«UI(Xtif),}o^ 1((A i f c . 1 |Z)0'^ for ^
Z)Λ C M. Then the restriction

vk = uk\Sk: Sk - qΐ\Sk)aIso(Htξ9 Hfv)

is an ̂ -cross-section of qk\qϊ\Sk). Let π2: DkχGL\Vky Wk)->GU{Vkj Wk)
be the projection on the second factor. It follows from Lemma 4.4 that vk

yields a Z^-map

by Vk(χ)=π2((Pk(Vk(x))) for x G 5 έ , where £ = + or —. Since vk=uk\Sk, we have

By the assumption (ii), Vk (=(hfξ)e=ξeι) and Wk (=(hfv)e=Vet) are
equivalent as .^-representation spaces and VkZiRι. This shows that

Moreover we remark that ph is an odd integer and ZPi acts freely on Sk.
Therefore it follows from Proposition 3.3 that there exists a Z^-map

Wk:Dk^GL\Vk,Wh)

such that Wk\Sk=ϋk. By Lemma 4.4, we can define a iΓ^-cross-section of

«>,:/),-* <p\Dk)also(Jίtξ, %tv)

by WΛ(Λ)=9)1Γ1(Λ;, ^ ( Λ ) ) for x^Dk. Since wΛ |SΛ=ϋΛ, it follows from Lemma
4.3 that there exists an ̂ -cross-section of qk:

tk:Mk->Iso(hfξJtv).

In this way, we obtain ^-cross-sections t0, tl9 •• ,ίm. q.e.d.

The following lemma is due to Segal (see [25; Proposition 2.1]).

Lemma 4.6. Let Gbe a compact Lie group and let Xbe a compact Hausdorff
G-space such that G acts freely on X. Then the projection pr: X-+X/G induces
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an isomorphism of rings

pr*: KO(XjG) -> KOG(X).

We put

μ = (^r*)"1: KOsi(M0) ^

Denote by RO(G) the real representation ring of G. We define a homomor-
phism of rings

Φ: KOs^S2"-^, p2, -,pm))

by putting

Φ(ξ-rj) = μ(h*ξ-h*V)ΦΦ(ξe-Vei) .

Then we have

Theorem 4.7. Let p{ (1 ̂ i^m) be positive odd integers such that (pi9 pj)—l
for i #=/. Then the homomorphism Φ is injective.

Proof. If ifi=l, then KOs^S\px))=KOs^SιlZp^RO{Zp^ Therefore
we assume that m>\. If Φ(ξ—η)=0, then h*ζ—h*η=Q in KOS^(M0) and
ζei—Vei=0 in RO(ZP.) for l^i<^m. Thus there exists an ^-representation
space [/ such that λ*(£ΘJZ) is equivalent to h*(η(BU). Then we put

Since ξr and 77' satisfy the assumption of Lemma 4.5, ξ' is equivalent to ηr. It
follows that

ξ-η = ξ'-v' = 0 in KOsr(Mm).

Hence Φ is injective. q.e.d.

Next we consider the condition (i) of Lemma 4.5. Let ES1 (resp. BS1) be a
universal ^-space (resp. a classifying space for S1). Let πk: ES1χMk->BS1

(0<*ktίm)be the natural projection.

Lemma 4.8. The homomorphism

πf: H\BSι\ Z) -> H\ESιxMk\ Z)
si

is an isomorphism for Q^q^2m—2. Moreover the integral cohomology ring of
ESιxMkis

si
k

where deg c=2 and q= Π pi.
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Proof. The map πk is a projection of a sphere bundle associated with the
complex w-plane bundle i/i0 θi/*®o7® ©ί7, where η is the canonical com-
plex line bundle over BS1. Then the result follows from the Thom-Gysin
exact sequence. q.e.d.

Lemma 4.9. Let T: £ ' S 1 X M 0 - > M 0 / 5 1 = C P W " 1 be the natural projection.
Then

T*: ff^CP""1; Z)->H:¥(ES1xM0; Z)
si

is an isomorphism.

Proof. The result follows from the Vietoris-Begle Mapping Theorem (see
Bredon [6; p. 371], Spanier [26; p. 344]).

Lemma 4.10. The homomorphism

(1 xΛ)*: H\ESιxMm\ Z) -* H\ESιxM^ Z)
si si si

is an isomorphism for 0^q^2m—2.

Proof. Consider the following commutative diagram:

id
H\BSι) + H\BSι)

\ Jt (lxA)*

Hq(ESι x Mm) > H\ESι x Mo) .
si si

Since π% and π$ are isomorphisms for 0^q^2m—2, (1X A)* is an isomorphism
for Q^q^2m-2. * q.e.d.

Lemma 4.11. Let ξ and η be real Sι-vector bundles over Mm with dimΛ ξ==
dimΛ η=k. Assume that wΐ2mod4. Then the following two conditions are
equivalent:

(i) μ(h*ξ) = μ(h*V) in KO{CP"-%
(ii) pi(ES1xξ)=pi(ES1XV) in W\ESιxMm',Z) for 1 ^i^min([A/2],

'1 X I) (resp. p^ES1 X η)) denotes the i-th Pontrjagin class of the bundle
si si

ES1xξ-+ESιxMm(resp.ES1Xη-+ES1xMm).
si si si si

Proof. Remark that τ*(μ(h*ξ))=ESι X A*?, where τiES'
si si

j s t j l e n a t u r a l projection. Then we have

si

and
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(1 X h)*(Pi(ESi X ξ)) = Pi(E& X h*ξ) .
-SΊ £ l £ l

Hence it follows from Lemmas 4.9 and 4.10 that the condition (ii) is equivalent
to the following:

Pi(μ(h*ξ)) =Pi{μ{h*η)) in J5Γ«(CP--1; Z)

for 1 ̂ i^min([Λ/2], [(*»—1)/2]). Since m * 2 mod 4, KO{CPm~λ) is a free abelian
group (see Sanderson [24; Theorem 3.9]). It follows from Hsiang [10; §3]
that

Pi(μ(h*ξ)) = pMh*v)) for 1 < ^

if and only if

μ(h*ξ) = μ(h*v) in KO{CPm~ι). q.e.d.

By Theorem 4.7 and Lemma 4.11, we have

Theorem 4.12. Let m be a positive integer such that m ΐ 2 m o d 4 . Let
pi (l^i^m) be positive odd integers with (pi9 pj)=l for i^=j. Let ξ and η be
real S1-vector bundles over S2m~\ply p2y '",pm) with d i m Λ ^ = d i m Λ ^ = ^ . Then
ξ=η in KOς^S^'Xpi, p2,

 mm >pm)) if and only if the following two conditions are
satisfied'.

(i) ξH=vβi in RO(ZPi) for l^i^m,
(ii) pi(ES1Xξ)=pi(ES1Xv)for l^ί^min([A/2], [{m-\)β}).

s1 s1

REMARK 4.13. Let G be a compact Lie group and let X be a finite G-CW-
complex in the sense of Matumoto [17]. Let ξ and η be G-vector bundles
over X such that they are stably equivalent. But, in general, ξ and η are not
equivalent even if dim £ = dim ?? > dim X (cf. Sanderson [24; Lemma 1.2]).
For example, for an arbitrary integer w^O, we put

V = S%7, 11) X t9φt78φnt,

where td (d^Z) denotes the complex one-dimensional S1 -representation space
defined by td(s)z=sdz for 4G51, Z^C1. It follows from Lemma 4.5 that

Now we assume that there exists an isomorphism of S1 -vector bundles:

ω: ξ-*η.

Since ξ (resp. η) is a complex vector bundle, ξ (resp. η) has a canonical orien-
tation. Then the isomorphism of ^-representation spaces ωeχ: ζei~+ηei
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is orientation-preserving, but the isomorphism of ^-representation spaces
ωe2

: ζe2-^Ve2 *s orientation-reversing. Since S3 (7, 11) is connected, this is a
contradiction. Therefore ξ and η are not equivalent.

5. Equivariant J-groups

In [12] and [14], Kawakubo has defined the notion of the equivariant /-
group as follows:

Let G be a compact Lie group and let X be a compact G-space. Let ξ and
η be real G-vector bundles over X. Denote by S(ξ) (resp. S(η)) the unit
sphere bundle associated with ξ (resp. η) with respect to some ^-invariant
metric. S(ξ) and S(η) are said to be G-fiber komotopy equivalent if S(ξ) and
S(η) are homotopy equivalent by fiber-preserving G-maps and G-homotopies.
Let TG{X) be the additive subgroup of KOG(X) generated by elements of the
form ξ — η, where ξ and η are G-vector bundles over X whose associated sphere
bundles are G-fiber homotopy equivalent. We define the equivariant /-group

MX) = KOG(X)jTG(X)

and define the equivariant /-homomorphism JG by the natural epimorphism

When X is a point, JG(X) is denoted by /G(*)
In this section, we shall consider the equivariant /-group of S2m~1(plyp2, •••,

pm) when the ^-action is free or pseudofree. We shall use freely the notations
in §§3 and 4.

Let X be a compact S^-space. Let ξ and y be real ^-vector bundles
over X with dimΛf=dimΛ?7. Let E(S(ξ)y S(η)) denote the disjoint union of
the function spaces F(S(ξx)9 S(yx)) (see §3) and define

(5.1) q': E(S(ξ),S(v))^X

by

q'(F(S(ξx)),S(vx))) = x.

Then there exists a canonical topology for E(S(ξ), S(v)) so that E(S(ξ), S(η))
is the total space of a fiber bundle with projection q' and with fibers F(S(ξx),
S(Vx)). An 5ι-action

p: S'xEiSg), S(v)) - E(S(ξ), S(v)),

is given by p{s,f)^)=Φ~^) f o r s^s^ f^F{S{ξx), S(Vx)), v<ΞS(ξsx) Then
q': E(S(ξ), S(η))-*X is an S'-map.
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Let pi (l^i^m) be positive integers. Let ξ and η be real ^-vector
bundles over Mm ( = S2m~\ply p2f -",pm)) with dim* ξ=dimB η. We choose and
fix some ^-invariant metrics on ξ and η. Then the ^-vector bundles h*ξ,
h*V> h*ξ and hfη (O^k^m) have canonical ^-invariant metrics induced by
the ^-invariant metrics on ξ and η. We put

Vk = (hfξ)et = ξ,t, Wk = φtv)tk = Vek for

Here Vk and Wk (l^k^m) are regarded as orthogonal Z^-representation
spaces. Let qi: E(S(hfξ)y S(hfv))->Mk (O^k^m) be S'-maps defined by (5.1).
Then we have

Lemma 5.2. There are Zp-homeomorphisms

φί: q'Γ(Dk) - DkxF(S(Vk)y S(Wk)) for ί^k^m

such that the following diagram commutes:

> DkχFk(S(Vk), S(Wk))

where π1 denotes the projection on the first factor and the restriction

9>ίlίί>»): qC{ek) = F(S(Vk),S(Wk)) -*

{ek} xF{S(Vk), S(Wk))czDkxF(S(Vk), S(Wk))

is the identity.

The proof is parallel to that of Lemma 4.4, so we omit it.

Lemma 5.3. Let m>\ be an integer and let p{ (l^i^m) be positive odd
integers such that (piy pj)=l for iφj and {piy s(2m—Z))=\ for l^i^m. Let ξ
and η be real Sι-vector bundles over Mm such tnht diτnR ξ=dimR η=n^2m and
ξi)R1 as an Sι-vector subbundle. Assume that

(i) S(/**£) and S(h*η) are Sι-fiber homotopy equivalent,
(ii) S(ξe.) and S(ηe.) are Zp.-homotopy equivalent for ί^i^m.

Then S(ξ) and S{η) are Sι-fiber homotopy equivalent.

Proof. We put

Vi = (hfξ)ei = ξei and Wi = (Hγv)

By the assumption (ii), there exist Z^.-homotopy equivalences

/,: S(Vi) -> S(Wi) for
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Since ^ D S 1 , there exist Z^.-homeomorphisms

T,: S(Vi) -> S(Vi) for l^i^m

such that degτ,= — 1 . Remark that /)oτ,: S(Vi)->S(Wi) is also a Zj.-homo-
topy equivalence.

First we shall show that, for each O^k^m, there exists an ^-cross-section
oίqί:

t'k:Mk-+E(S(JitS),S(Ktv))

such that tk{eJ)=fj or/y oτy for /
Since Ao, A: M0->Mm are S^homotopic, it follows from the assumption (i)

that

S(ntξ)~S{h*ξ)~S(h*v)~S(Jftv),

where ~ stands for is S1-fiber homotopy equivalent to. Thus there exists an
^-cross-section of qΌ:

ti: M0-+E(S(ffiξ),S(Ktv)).

Let k be an integer greater than zero. Suppose that we are given an S1-
cross-section of qί-ι:

such that t'k-i(ej) = fj or/ ;oτy for l^j^k—1. Then there exist a continuous
cross-section of ql \ q/

k~
1(Dk):

), S(hfη))

and an ^-cross-section of qί\qί~\Sk):

vl: Sk-*qΓ(Sk)c:E(S(htξ), S(hfv))

such that v'k=Uk\Sk and uί(ej) = fj or / ; oτ; for l^l^k— 1. This is proved
similarly as Lemma 4.6, but we need give care to the condition v'k(ej)=fj or
fjorj for l^j^k-1. Let τr2: Axi^(S(FΛ), S(Wk))^F\S(Vk)y S(Wk)) denote
the projection on the second factor. By Lemma 5.2, vl yields a Z^-map

ϋl:Sk->F\S(Vk),S(Wk))

by putting f?̂ (Λj) = π2(φl(vftx))) for Λe5^, where f = + or —. Since vl = u'k\Sk,
we have

Moreover fkeFe(S(Vh), S(Wk))zp,, or fkoτkGF*(S(Vk), S(Wt)ftt. It follows
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from Proposition 3.4 that there exists a ZPk-map

Wi:Dt^F (S(Vt),S{Wt))

such that ffii\Sk=ϋl and Wk(ek)=fk or fk°τk. Using Lemma 5.2, we define a

Z^^-cross-section of qί | qi^iDk)*

toi: Dk - qΓ(Dk)^E(S(h*ξ), S(h*v))

by putting wl(x)=φί~\xJ ffll(x)) for x<BDk. Since wί | *S^=z;i and w'k(ek) = fk or

4, it follows from Lemma 4.3 that there exists an ^-cross-section of q'k:

t'k:Mk^E(S(htξ),S(kfv))

such that ΐ/

k(ej)^w/

k(ej) = fj orfjoTj for l^j^k.
By induction, we obtain ^-cross-sections to>tί,—,t'm. The last S^cross-

section t'm gives a fiber-preserving S

ω: S(ξ)

such that ωej = fj or /, °τy for l^j^m. It is easy to see that, for every
ωx: S(ξx)^>S(ηx) is an Sj-homotopy equivalence, where Si denotes the isotropy
group at x^Mm. Therefore it follows from the equivariant Dold theorem
that ω gives an SMiber homotopy equivalence (cf. Kawakubo [12; Theorem 2.1]
and [24; Theorem 2.1]). q.e.d.

By the same argument as in §2 of Segal [25], we obtain an isomorphism
of groups:

and the following diagram commutes:

1>r*

(cf. Lemma 4.6). We define

μ — {pr*)~ι: J

Now we define a homomorphism of groups

by putting

-v)) = HJAh*ξ-h*v))® ®jXt.(ξv
1 = 1 "*
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Then we have

Theorem 5.4. Let p{ (l^i^nϊ) be positive odd integers such that (ph pj) = 1
for i Φj and (ph s(2m—3)) = ίfor l^i^m. Then the homomorphism Φ is infective.

Proof. We see easily that Jsι{SιjZp^JZpi(*). Hence Theorem 5.4 will

follow from Lemma 5.3 by the same argument as in the proof of Theorem 4.7.

Let ψk denote the Adams operation on equivariant .KΌ-theory.

Corollary 5.5. (cf. [18; Theorem 6.8].) Let a and b be integers wίht {a, b) =
(ab,pt)=\ for ί^i^m. For an arbitrary element a of KOs^(S2m~\pup2y "'ypm))i
we have

JΛ(ψa-l)(Ψb-l)(a)) = 0 in JAS*»-\Pl,p2, .. 9pm)).

Proof. By torn Dieck [7; Theorem 1] and torn Dieck-Petrie [8; Theorem
5], we have

/*„((*'-!)(**-!)(«)«) = 0 in Λ,,(*) f°r 1^'^«

On the other hand, by the solution of the Adams conjecture ([1], [22]), we see
that

l)(a))) = J((ψa-l)(ψb-l)(μ(h*(a))) = 0 in J{CPm~ι).

Therefore the result follows from Theorem 5.4. q.e.d.

REMARK 5.7. i) The ring structure of KO(CPm~1) and the group structure
of J(CPm~ι) have been determined by Sanderson [24; Theorem 3.9] and Adams-
Walker [2] (see also Suter [28]). ii) The group structure of /zn(*) has been
determined by Kawakubo [13] and [15].

6. Quasi-equivalence

Let G be a compact Lie group and let X be a compact G-space. Let ξ
and η be real G-vector bundles of the same dimension over X. In [18] and
[21], a G-map ω: ξ —>η which is proper, fiber-preserving and degree one on
fibers is called a quasi-equivalence. Let a = η — ξ^KOG(X) and define α^O
to mean there exist a G-vector bundle θ over X and a quasi-equivalence
ω: ξ®θ->v®θ.

Problem 6.1. ([18], [21].) Given <χ(=KOG(X)y given necessary and suffi-
cient conditions for ccT^O.

In this section, we consider the above problem when G = S1 and -X"=*S2w~1

(piy p2> *"ypm) with a free o r pseudofree ^-action.
We have
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Theorem 6.2. Let pi (l^i^m) be positive odd integers such that (piy pj)=l
for i^j and {ph s(2m—3))=1 for l^i^m. Let ξ and η be real Sι-vector
bundles of the same dimension over S2m~1(ply p2,

 m",pm). Then a = η — ξ^0 if and
only if ξ and η satisfy the following two conditions:

(i) J(φ*ξ))
(ii) aei=ηei - ξei ^

where we regard ae. as an element of KOZ (*)^RO(ZPi) for l^it^m.

Proof. It is obvious that α^O if and only if there exist an ^-vector bundle
θ over S2m-\p1,p2, —,/>„) and a fiber-preserving S^map ζ: S(ξθθ)-*S(V®Θ)
such that degζ*Λ=l for Λ G S 2 " " 1 ^ , p2,

 # ,/>w). Then the proof is parallel to
that of Lemma 5.3. q.e.d.

Corollary 6.3. (cf. [21; Corollary 1.13].) Let a be an arbitrary element of
KOsi(S2m-\ply p2y —,pm)) such that aei^0 for l^i^m. Then there exists a
non-negative integer n so that

na^O.

Proof. Remark that μ{h*a)^KO(CPm'1). It is well-known that J(CPm-1)
is a finite abelian group. Hence there exists an integer n such that

J(μ(.h*(na))) = nj(μ(h*a)) = 0 in J(CP^).

Thus the result follows from Theorem 6.2. q.e.d.

Corollary 6.4. Let k be an integer with (k, pi) = l for 1^/^m. Let a be
an arbitrary element of KOs^(S2m~\ply * ,/>m)). Then there exists a non-negative
integer e=e(k, a) such that

Proof. By the solution of the Adams conjecture (see [1], [22]), there exists
a non-negative integer e such that

J(μ(h*(kχψ'-l)(a)))) =J(kχψ*-l)(μ(h*a))) = 0 in

On the other hand, by Lee-Wasserman [16; Corollaries 3.3 and 4.8] and
Atiyah-Tall [5; V. Theorem 2.8], we have

ke(ψk-l)(aei)^0 for l^i^m.

Therefore the result follows from Theorem 6.2. q.e.d.

REMARK 6.5. When X is a point and a^KG(X)^R(G)y Problem 6.1 is
solved by the main theorem of [18; Theorem 5.1] (see also Atiyah-Tall [5] and
Lee-Wasserman [16]).
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